
The Problem
When researching ideas for are design we decided we would concentrate on things that effect 
people's everyday lives. When researching we found out that 1 in 4 people suffer mentally in the 
Uk. When we found out this, we instantly knew, we wanted to incorporate it into our product. We 
feel this product gives people something to nurture and take care of while also helping with 

mental health and growing your mindset.

Why we want to help
We think donating our profits to mind is important because we know currently a lot of people are 
really struggling with mental health because they might be away from family and friends. But we 
also see people struggling with mental health all around us , so many teens are swept into this 
perfect ideology that social media wants them to be which can cause so many issues for people 
our age.

Our target audience
Our target audience is people aged 7-16 as this is the rough school age where students start 
to feel pressure to do good in exams and tests this is also the age where social media becomes 
a big thing in many people's lives influencing them to do stuff and telling them what's normal 
and what's not . This age bracket is the next generation, which is also the generation were 
change need to happen for the good of humanity, we want our product to be part of the 
difference that is necessary to help our world and everyone in it. We also think that people of 
all ages can use this product as it isn't something that only children can use. By using a 

sophisticated minimalistic shape this means it can fit into any type of living space.

Our Research
When thinking about are product and what we wanted to achieve. 
We considered the following options,
-gender stereotypes
-mental health
-pollution
-poverty
After a bit of research and a tough decision, we decided we would go with mental health. In the first stages 
of researching, we decided we would concentrate on three charity's,
-mind
-Samaritans
-NHS
In the end we decided to go with mind and the NHS as we have many of these local to us. Secondly, we went 
on to finding out what causes mental health problems and how we could make our product a way to help.
After we decided where we were going to donate our profits, we moved onto ecofriendly and 
sustainable materials for example Seaweed plastic. We also looked at companies that use ecofriendly 
materials.
When we knew what we were going to do and the problem we were going to concentrate and base our 
product on we started looking at trending products and packaging throughout 2020. We also looked at 
products, popular brands and their packaging. 

Our overall price is £7.99 we chose this price as it links in with how 
much we spent on materials



What we wanted to achieve with our design...
We would like our product to be natural and to look like a part of nature, we 
have kept the color to a minimum as we think that it looks more professional, we 
have also researched that busy environments can affect people's mental health, and 
that’s why we have pick 4 colors and based it around them. Collectively, we have chosen 
a triangular base pyramid as the shape for the product, we liked the idea of this as 
it looks effective and unique.

Our first design 
Our first idea had a few imperfections, like the velcro joining and the overall look , a 
problem we had to resolve was that we wanted it to be resealable. We used a CAD 
program called 2D design to help us visualize the net of the shape and the window 
cut out. We made many prototypes with different adaptations. We added tabs to 
replace the Velcro, but that still didn’t look right. The tin container was where the 
Bonsai tree was to be planted but the idea of that did not appeal to us and it didn’t 
look very polished. After a long time of tinkering with the layout and design we 
finally produced something better.

Our second prototype 
Our second prototype is that it does everything we need it to do like reseal, and it has a container for the Bonsai tree. On 
one of the side panels, it has symbols for different Recycling's, a barcode and where it's made. Inside there is an 
instruction booklet and a seed pouch. There are positive quotes to have a positive mind as well. 

These are our prices of our materials we tried looking for the most affordable and best for our money still 
making sure we went for materials that is good quality and has good reviews.

Our Charities...
Mind- This charity helps many people with mental health problems and helps them 
get back on their feet we have chosen to give ½ of the profits to them.
NHS- This charity is incredibly helpful for more than Mental health problems and 
being in the current situation of COVID-19 we as a team feel it's more important 
than ever to help buy giving ½ of our profits to them.



Our improved and final prototype...
Progressing onwards we have made positive improvements to our product to help it to 
be more eye catching and unique. The interior design is replicating a flower blossoming 
and opening just as we want the person to do while using our product. The exterior 
design is an equilateral triangular based pyramid as being treated equal is a big problem 
in 2021, the graphics that have been printed onto the recycled and recyclable cardboard 
which will be used to promote our product but also bring awareness to the two 
charities we are supporting (mind and the NHS), in addition there are certain recycle 
symbols showing how the customer can dispose the product when necessary. The 
design overall is very easy to make and reproduce, the seed pouch contains 2 seeds, and 
that pouch will be place in the interior container (when packaged) where the tree is 
now.
The instructions read this...
“Connect with the outer world, & search for the perfect scoop of soil to grown your 
seed in the bed provided. Apply your mind by adding your seed to the soil. Add a few 
drops of water to germinate. Continue to let yourself grow by tending to your seed. Talk 
to it, nurture it and add a few drops of water a day.”
We don’t provide the mud for we want them to connect with the outer world as we 
have been kept inside for so long.

Seed pouch


